Preliminary question

- How do you normally do research using the catalog?

Tasks (prototype first)

Prototype
You have searched for the book “Dune” in the library catalog. You are viewing the page for one of the search results at http://dev-hjk54.library.cornell.edu/catalog/575725. Please go to this page.

- If this particular item is checked out in the library, find other options for checking out Dune items.
- Find a Dune item which is an online resource.
- Find a Thai translation of Dune. Is this translation available to check out?
- Find the first Dune sequel by Frank Herbert.
- Find the last Dune sequel by Frank Herbert.
- Find a movie adaptation of Dune.

Library catalog
You have searched for the book “Dune” in the library catalog. You are viewing the page for one of the search results at https://newcatalog.library.cornell.edu/catalog/575725.

- Please go to this page. If this particular item is checked out in the library, find other options for checking out Dune items.
- Find a Dune item which is an online resource.
- Find a Thai translation of Dune. Is this translation available to check out?
- Find the first Dune sequel by Frank Herbert.
- Find the last Dune sequel by Frank Herbert.
- Find a movie adaptation of Dune.

Follow up questions

- Which of these tasks do you currently do when researching or looking for resources? Which of these tasks would you not do? Would you please explain why?
- Would any of these features be useful to you in how you search or do research?
- Do you have any suggestions or feedback about any of the features you saw?